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A TYROLEAN FOR CINCO DE MAYO,
OR

THIS IS WHY WE TRAIN TO MRA STANDARDS
—GEORGE GUNN

This was a reminder that the mission you think you are going on may not be the mission you end up
doing.  Two women from Boise trailered their horses into north Boise County for a ride in the

mountains.  When they did not return by dark,
family members started looking and after locating
the truck and trailer but not being able to follow
the horses, they called the Boise County Sheriff’s
Office.
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Jerry and Aimee get really wet at the end of the rescue.
Photo by G. Gunn

The first subject crosses the river in style.     Photo  by G. Gunn
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IMSARU prepared for a classic search.  This is a rugged, forested area along the Middle Fork of the
Payette River that had had near-record-low temperatures the previous night.  As we were leaving
town, word came of a cell phone contact that gave an approximate location and information that
there was deep snow in the area.  Dan and Leslie returned to the Compound to gather up the
snowshoes.  Charlotte was enroute to the airport to ride as observer with Ada Aerial Sheriffs’ pilot
Bill Miller if the weather held. Rod notified Valley County and asked them to send their
snowmobiles.

Our last radio contact with coordinator Rod Knopp as we went into the mountains was that two
women had been sighted on the far side of the Payette River just inside Valley County;  passersby
reported their location to the Sheriff’s Office and were staying on scene until help arrived.  It was
presumed that these were our subjects.

(Enroute radio traffic: 903 “Sounds like it might be a
technical evac.”  917 “Boy, I never did a Tyrolean for a
horse before”)

OL Jerry Newland arrived first on scene and sized up the
situation as going to be “either real easy or extremely
difficult.”  Terrain and the condition of the subjects
quickly ruled out “Easy”.  By scrambling down to the
water’s edge we established voice contact with the sub-
jects over the noise of the river.  They reported being
tired, cold and thirsty.  Jerry assigned Pam Green to
organize the arriving team while he and Aimee Hastriter
gathered gear to access the subjects.  Pam put Angela
Bateman into a PFD (personal flotation device), gave her
a radio and sent her down to the edge of the river to
encourage the subjects and relay instructions.

Suzanne Ventura and Martha Vandevort helped organize the initial size-up as the rest of us arrived.
George Gunn took over as OL when Jerry prepared to go into the field.  Bill Lindenau tried to find
a way to use his ATV to cross the river, and the job of caring for the SAR dogs and chauffeuring the
vehicles fell to Cris Karnes.

The cell phone worked!  Well sort of…at
least we were able to give Rod and the folks
at the compound an update. Charlotte’s plane
ride was off and we didn’t need the snow-
shoes and snowmobiles. Jerry and Aimee
found that a slide blocked the waterside trail
and they would have to ascend several hun-
dred feet to get around it.  At last they were
able to get to the subjects and assess their
condition.  Aimee took charge of patient care.
(Her fire-building skills were excellent and she
soon was warming and rehydrating them).
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So near and yet so far.  These two spent cold
hours waiting to be seen and  more hours wait-
ing to be rescued.                  Photo  by G. Gunn

     Jerry and Aimee access the subjects .         Photo  by G. Gunn



Aimee learned from our subjects that they had left a map with their husbands, showing their
planned route.  They had followed their plan until they got into deep snow.  The horses quickly
wore themselves out.  They knew roughly where they were and that if they went cross-country
they would reach the Middle Fork Road. They did not have any fire-building resources with them.
Having spent a cold night huddled under saddle blankets and with their feet in their saddlebags,
they left the horses and struck out on foot, taking the dog.

Meanwhile, Jerry from his side of the river and Bill and Martha from the roadside scouted a site
for a technical evacuation.  We could bring them out quickly or we could get them out dry.  We
decided that the continued deterioration of subjects’ condition necessitated bringing them out dry.
Air evacuation was not an option without a hoist.  A Tryolean would have to be used.

[N.B. A Tryolean is a lateral transfer system named for the Austrian region where they were
reportedly first perfected. For the uninitiated, this means sliding along a rope stretched above an
obstacle. The technical readers know that there is a complex calculation of vectors and loads to
do this safely.]

The first task was to get a light line across
the river to be used to pull the heavier ropes
across.  Bill had a lot of parachute cord and
was able to throw to a snag that had fallen
into the water.  Jerry waded into the cold
water and climbed out on the snag to retrieve
the end of the line.

Now we had a messenger line but the task of
pulling the rescue ropes across proved daunt-
ing.  The drag of the rushing water and the
small diameter of the para cord overcame
Jerry’s best efforts.  Aimee moved the two
subjects to Jerry’s location and she was able

to help get the lines across.  They had taken
the scree kit with them when they hiked in,
so Jerry and Aimee would have to tension
the system.  We needed one more person
over there but there was no one who could
be spared from the roadside team.

Fortunately there were plenty of “bomb-
proof” trees located high above the water to
use as anchors.  We decided to use two
rescue ropes for the highline to limit the sag
and keep the litter out of the water while
keeping the line loading in check. It took
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  Jerry wades out to get the messenger line.
 Photo  by G. Gunn

   Suzanne and Angela do a new form of calisthenics.
 Photo  by G. Gunn



everyone to get things in place.  Jerry
and Aimee used pulleys and prusiks to
tension the highline. George, Bill and
Martha rigged the litter system and did
safety checks.  We sent PFDs over in
the litter for the two women and their
dog.  (Dog handlers have an amazing
amount of stuff in their vehicles.)  Jerry
and Aimee did final adjustments and
safety checks and the evacuation be-
gan.

As each person was pulled across the
river, she was assisted up the bank and
into the warmth of the Gunns’ mo-
torhome where Pam saw to her needs.
She even had special treats for the dog.

Now all that remained was to get the
equipment and more importantly Aimee
and Jerry back to the road.  Snacks and
necessities were sent across to them
with the litter.  Neither Aimee nor Jerry
felt they had the reserves to hike back
uphill around the slide so they elected
to get Aimee’s training log signed off
on river crossing and would ford the
river.

The system was disassembled and retrieved. Our brave
rescuers went upstream to a shallower section and put
on their PFDs.  With Bill and Martha shouting encour-
agement, they waded into the icy flow. Each bracing the
other, they were able to work slowly across until a
cheering team could assist them out.

In warm dry clothes and a better humor they joined the
rest of the team for a debrief while eating the remains of
Charlotte’s brownies and Rose’s carrot cake left from
the previous day’s cleanup at the Compound.
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    Safely across at last: “How do I get out of this thing?”
 Photo  by G. Gunn

Warm and dry, our subjects describe their adventure.
 Photo  by G. Gunn

    Meanwhile Aimee and Jerry were getting ashore.
 Photo  by G. Gunn



Lessons learned:

A.  Missions have a slippery way of evolving while we are enroute.  Be prepared for anything and
don’t pass up a chance to respond because it does not sound like your special interest.  It has been
over a decade since we used a Tyrolean on a mission and most of our technical team missed this
one.

B.  We were very thin on personnel.  In hindsight, the folks who returned to the Compound
should have been sent on up even if they might have been turned back while enroute.  More of
you need to respond to the callouts.

C.  Everyone needs experience in rope systems and how they function.  This mission was
successful because non-climbers were able to fill in and work a technical system.

D.  Everyone needs to take a radio.  While trying to go light, Aimee and Jerry felt that one radio
would be sufficient; they were after all a two-person team.  But we had to split the team!  Aimee
did patient care while Jerry worked on technical setup at a different location.  Angela was tied up
maintaining a communications link for Aimee.

E. We put the ropes across the hard way.  Given the history timeline in A above, we did not take
the line gun.  Also, we should have pulled the ropes across at a much greater angle (upstream to
down).  This would have lessened the resistance Jerry was forced to overcome.

F. The cell phones at the compound and in the vehicles worked better than expected and provided
a useful information link.

We executed a difficult evacuation.  It was done safely and well and everyone                                                                                                                                 
(whether you were there or not) should be proud.                                                                                 

XENA CHRONICLES, CHAPTER 5

We were driving to Boise when George asked me to raise
the window behind the passenger seat because he was
feeling a draft.  I pushed the button but nothing happened.  I
pushed it again; still nothing.  “I hate this modern technology
when it doesn’t work.”   Then we realized that the window
was all the way up.  Only dog owners will understand when
I say that I had on the previous day cleaned the dog slobber
off the inside of the vehicle windows—and the change was
so great that we did not even see the glass.
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GREAT POTATO RACE – MAY 4, 2002
--CHARLOTTE GUNN

There were said to be more than 3,000 participants—5K, 10K, half-marathon and full marathon—and those
who made it over the finish line sure had a good time.  They enjoyed free food, music, ribbons and medals,
and soft grass for sore feet.  Even the weather was gorgeous, while remaining cool enough for running.

Suzanne Ventura put lots of miles on
her mountain bike, patrolling the park
and greenbelt sections of the course.
Jerry Newland in 903 and Leslie
Robertson in her own vehicle, cruised
the street sections to keep an eye on
the overall race and shuttle supplies.
Martha Vandivort and I sat in the
shade of our first aid shelter at the
finish line, and enjoyed the show.
There were some blisters that will
take a while to heal, a demand for
cold packs for sore joints, a set of
knotted hamstring muscles…but
nothing really major, and that’s how
everyone likes it.

It is unbelievable how much organi-
zation goes into this event that is over in a few hours, and the community owes appreciation to the Boise
Family YMCA staff and volunteers who make it happen year after year, as well as to all the groups that
donate goods and services.

“SEEK THE TRUTH OF
ROBIE”

— WENDY CAMPBELL

April 20, 2002 - The weather was perfect
for running.  It wasn’t hot, there was a nice
breeze (all right, a cold wind at the summit)
and the sky was partly cloudy... Just right
for  running 13.1 miles up Aldape Summit
and down the other side for the 25th Race
to Robie Creek.

Those generous IMSARU members who
volunteered to give up their Saturday met at
the Compound at 9:00 a.m. to get their
assignments.  Five stations were set up
along the route and a U-Haul  truck from

       Suzanne covered the race course.
Photo by C. Gunn
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   Great Potato welcomes runners.
                              Photo by C. Gunn

David and Rob tend to blisters at the finish line.      Photo by G. Gunn
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Orchard U-Haul was parked at the finish line station at the Robie Creek picnic area.  The U-Haul may
sound funny to those who aren’t familiar with it, but it was certainly a great place to set up cots and a first
aid station out of the sun and wind.  George Gunn was also at the finish line with his motorhome.

Some volunteers drove up Highway 21, while others went up the race route from Fort Boise Park,
depending on where their stations were.  This was a great opportunity for those working the uphill
portion of the race to read the signs set up along the course. This year’s race theme was “Nirvana,” and

the signs along the road displayed Zen
messages to help encourage the racers and
boost their flagging spirits.  The advice
included “You can attain utmost purity,”
“See the road, be the road,” and
“Acknowledgement of pain begins with
the first blister.”

“Running dispels pain” was apparently not
true for everyone in the race.  The first aid
stations dispensed plenty of vaseline,
moleskin, and bandaids for blisters. There
were also requests for ibuprofen, ace-
tominophen, and oxygen, answering the
signs which questioned “What is the
sound of one lung collapsing?” and “What

is the color of pain?”  Station Three even did a blood pressure check on one walker who had started early
(9:00 a.m.!).  Some of the racers were hardier than others.  One walker—the poster child for “My blister
is nothing”— had had a huge blister on her heel.  By the time she reached the summit, her heel was
rubbed completely                  raw in a spot covering approximately two square inches!  After some gauze pads and
moleskin, she was ready to go and insisted she was going to finish the race.  All I can say is OUCH!!!!!

Overall, the race went very well.  There were a few participants who ultimately were transported off the
racecourse by IMSARU.  One racer collapsed and was evacuated by Life Flight, but after he received
some intravenous fluids on the flight into Boise, we were informed that he would be okay.  Many of the
runners and walkers went out of their way to make sure the volunteers at the first aid stations knew their
presence was appreciated.  Most of the volunteers were back in Boise by 5:00 p.m. and were able to go
home glad that they had been able to help, and grateful that they weren’t IN the race.

In addition to performing our public service duty for first aid and communications, we got a chance to
refresh our training in areas such as radio procedures, helicopter landing zones, and first aid.

IMSARU members who participated included: Brad Acker, Sue Brian, Rob Budke, Mark Buursink,
Wendy Campbell, Joey Clemens, Richard Clemens, Todd Culley, Pam Green, Charlotte Gunn, George
Gunn, Aimee Hastriter, David Henry, Kris Hoffman, Bill Lindenau, Diane Mathews, Jeff Munn, Ken
Murray, Jerry Newland, Dan Scovel, Martha Vandivort and Tom Wheless.  In addition, Leslie Robertson
organized the project, and Renee Johansen and Tom Wheless set up the medical kits.

These feet won’t dance tonight!  Photo  by G. Gunn



SAR AND MANTRACKING
—TONY ROCKWELL

The use of tracking in Search And Rescue has gained popularity in the past few years for several
reasons.  One of those reasons is because mantracking has proven to be a valuable resource that
may help shorten the search.  Another reason is the increased availability of tracking certifications
and training, thus making trained mantrackers more available as a resource.

Search Managers can make use of mantrackers to identify the Direction of Travel and narrow the
search area significantly.  In some cases, mantrackers can follow a subject through areas or in
conditions that search dogs cannot.  These are examples of why the use of tracking in SAR is
valuable.

Not all conditions allow for fast and efficient tracking, just as not every search can be concluded
quickly by bringing in a helicopter.  For example if the weather is bad, a helicopter often cannot
fly.  Conditions affect all SAR resources: dogs, air support, ground personnel and technical
climbing teams.  This is why it is important for a SAR unit to have as many different resources
available as possible.  The SAR Manager can utilize the resource that fits the conditions and
situation.   Fortunately, trackers can work in most weather conditions – heavy or long-lasting
rains are the only natural enemies of the SAR tracker.

Since many SAR trackers are also trained in search techniques there is an added bonus: even if the
conditions are not good for tracking, the mantracker is still a resource for the SAR Manager as a
searcher.  It is also a good idea for all SAR personnel to obtain at least an awareness of tracking.
Searchers may come across tracks at any time during a search and unless they can recognize the
significance of those tracks and protect them from being destroyed, the tracks cannot become
another clue that aids in the successful outcome of the search.  The ‘tracking aware’ searcher can
alert the SAR Manager of the tracks found, and a more experienced mantracker can examine the
‘sign’ to determine how significant it is and perhaps find more clues that will help in the overall
effort.

SAR trackers can be an asset to any SAR team, and mantracking is another skill that can be used
to increase the chances of success on many searches.

SARCON IN RENO, APRIL 26-28, 2002
--CHARLOTTE GUNN

It’s a long drive from Boise to Reno, and the scenery en route isn’t always the most spectacular,
but it’s well worth the trip.  Sponsored by Washoe County, the Army Air National Guard and the
Nevada Bureau of Emergency Services, this conference offers sessions of general interest as well
as those designed for dog handlers, law enforcement officers and search managers at all levels.
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Everett Wood took the ATV search training, followed by the “treat” of a nighttime guided
ride to the top of a nearby mountain—on a night when the wind was trying to blow us all
away.  Tony Rockwell did the mantracking course, including night tracking on that same
lovely night.  Martha Vandivort and Angie homed in on the K9 tracking skills, plus sessions
on scent theory and search strategy.  George and I did our presentation on ways to mark
hits when using dogs to search for underwater victims, and George then also substituted for
Gene and Sandy Ralston, who were scheduled to introduce people to side scan sonar as an
underwater search tool—but were called to hunt for two young men who had drowned in
Montana.  I was also able to take Xena through the introductory course on training dogs for
human remains detection.  And Rod Knopp attended a variety of sessions that caught his
fancy.  [I suspect he could have taught most of the sessions, but he insists that even he can
still learn from others.]  Most of us saw at least one presentation from FEMA team
members who had worked the New York Twin Towers disaster.

Presenters at this conference ranged from nationally-known names to ordinary people like
ourselves, and we had lots of opportunity to talk with SAR members from several states.  In
addition to its high quality, this conference also appeals to volunteer SAR members because
its cost is deliberately kept affordable.  All of us (including Angie and Xena) received photo
ID tags and had to pass through a guarded checkpoint to approach the main building, but it
was a welcoming atmosphere throughout.  We cannot say enough in praise of those who
organized and ran this conference, and we expect to attend again next year.

P.S. – Yes, we did play Rescue Randy again.  This time it was Everett’s truck that lost its
idler valve, and Rod was not able to just improvise a wire repair.  However, a cooperative
IMSARU effort got Tony home to go to work on Monday morning and escorted Everett
into Fallon where he checked into a motel and awaited the opening of the Ford garage.

CLIMBING NIGHT
—BRAD ACKER

“On belay”, “climbing”, “climb.” That sequence of words was heard quite a bit at the
Nampa Recreation Center last month during the unit climbing night. Thanks to a bunch of
free passes provide by Charlotte and George Gunn, everyone in the unit who wanted to do
some indoor climbing got a chance. Climbing at an indoor gym is a great place to learn the
basics of rock climbing in a more controlled environment and without the steep approach
hike often involved in an outdoor rock climb.

Just because the hike through the front door at the Nampa Rec. Center is a short and flat
one does not mean you can’t find a challenging climb. The Rec. Center provides climbers
with every thing from not quite vertical to a fully inverted route along the ceiling. I know I
could have done that ceiling route if I could have just got past the 5.11/5.12 overhangs on
the way to the roof! Well, maybe not. I did however challenge myself and get a chance to
do some routes that would have been out of my league on real rock. We had around fifteen
members attend and I think everyone have a good time and went away with “pumped”
forearms.
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Although I forgot to make a list of everyone that participated, I might be able to recall just
from memory, but for fear of leaving someone out I’m just going to give out a couple
awards instead. The first award goes to the person who had the most fun. If you were
there, you know who I am talking about. This lady had fun on the ground, fun climbing and
fun falling. “This is a blast” could be heard throughout the night from our very own Angela
Bateman. Thanks, Angela, for coming out and if we were not having fun before we sure
did when you showed up. The second award goes for the longest swing. Some of the
overhanging routes have the top rope anchored quite a distance from the wall. Tim
Henning found this out as he swung thought the air with the (almost) greatest of ease. If
we got any of you hooked on climbing or you just want to try again, the Tech Team meets
at the Compound on the second Thursday of the month at 7:00 P.M. On all other
Thursdays, there is climbing at the Black Cliffs.

DIAMOND PEAK CLIMB
—BRAD ACKER

Diamond Peak, standing at 12,197 feet, is the fourth-highest peak in Idaho. This peak
became just another notch in the ice axe for four IMSARU members in April. Having a
goal of climbing Idaho’s ten highest peaks has been on the minds of these climbers since
last summer. Only time will tell if this summer holds enough vacation time to get the job
done. Getting what most of us considered an early start from the Compound, David Hay,
Adam Chitwood, Amiee Hastriter, and Brad Acker climbed into the official tour bus of
climbers, Bob Meredith’s Suburban. It was a few hours, one great lunch at Arco, one
unsuccessful attempt to buy out the Howe general store, one incorrect GPS coordinate
entry and one semi-incorrect turn later that we found ourselves rebuilding a bridge in the
Badger Creek drainage. Bridge building not being our strong suit, we decided to just
spruce it up a bit with a few new logs and a rearrangement of the existing logs.

Having felt we did a great service to all the ATV users in the area we decided to hike from
this point. After the typical gear explosion from the back of the Suburban, we were on our
way to base camp up the Badger Creek drainage. A nice two to three mile hike later we
found a very inviting, sunny, southern-facing clearing for base camp. I’m sure most of the
dog handlers out there know who also likes nice warm sunny southern-facing clearings; yes
that’s right, TICKS. Well we decided to just live with our neighbors and check ourselves
often. Several ticks died that evening and during the night but that didn’t keep us from
getting a good start in the morning. Some among us would not call the crack of 9:00 a.m.
early but it worked for us. We marched out of camp and made our way up the drainage to
the base of the mountain.

A few miles of easy bush whacking and we arrived at the bottom of Diamond Peak. Having
brought our ice axes and crampons and having full intentions to use them we charged
head-long at the mountain. The lower bowl was nice snowfield climbing, not too soft and
not too hard, kicking steps up to the start of the rock bands. It was about this time the
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clouds began to move in and drop snow. The Lemhi Range has a record-low snowpack this year;
I think it got most of its snow when we were there. At the top of the bowl we started picking our
way through small chutes one after the other. It soon got pretty steep and was time for crampons.
We just kept on picking away, finding easy passage through all the rock bands. We were on a
pretty steep pitch and I was bringing up the rear. Adam, Aimee, and David crested what I could
see as the horizon and were all standing together. I yelled up “what do you see?” expecting to get
an answer like, “we need to follow this ridge up.” Instead David yells back, “I see it all; we are on
the top.” We had climbed directly up the southwest face of Diamond Peak, climbing up the last
chute right on top of the mountain.  What a great feeling! Upon our return to the valley floor and
being met/surprised by Bob (he likes to jump out of the bushes and scare everyone,) Bob’s
comment was, “ Well, it looks like you did a variation on none of the routes.”

COMPOUND CLEAN-UP, MAY 4, 2001

There’s always work to be done at the Compound, and there still is, but members made some
progress on this work day.

They moved ev-
erything out of
the meeting room
and office, then
scrubbed and
waxed the floor.
(Please remove
your shoes before
entering.)  They
sorted and rear-
ranged stuff in the
garage, repacking
gear that had
been used and not
replaced.  Out-
doors, members
mowed and
trimmed the lot,
and poured the
cement base for
our new flagpole.

Many thanks to members who spent a lovely spring day working at the Compound when they
would rather have been having fun elsewhere.  And you might note that Chris Harry came back
later in the week to spread that pile of river rock where it would do the most good—turning the
mud into a neat walkway between front door and office door.

I’m not sure but it looks like a hole to me!
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FIELD CERTIFICATION CLASS — MARCH 24, 2001
—PAM GREEN

In attendance were Sue Brian, Rob Budke, Wendy Campbell, Todd Culley, Dirk Larson, Ken
Murray, Kevin Schroeder and George Shaffer.  Rob, Todd, Ken, Kevin and George also passed
their pack checks at this time.  Instructors were Tony Rockwell, Jerry Newland, Chris Karnes and
Pam Green.

I would like to say “Thank you” to all of the folks who were there to help and a big “Welcome”
to those who have chosen to volunteer their time to help others.

MISSION REPORT SINCE MARCH NEWSLETTER

IMSARU’s recent activities have not been as limited as it may seem.  In addition to the mission
reported on page 1, we have responded to two missing-person reports in Boise.  In one case, we
were on standby but cancelled because there was not enough information available to start a
search.  In the other, we were gathered at the Compound in our bright orange shirts when word
came through that the missing man had called home.  Other missions in the past two months have
been at the request of law enforcement agencies, and information about them is not for
publication.
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THANK YOU!

Our new flagpole was donated by the Nestle-
Power Bar company in Boise, and installed dur-
ing our work day on May 4.  Thank you, Nestle-
Power Bar!

We also thank the Boise River Eagles Good Sam
Club for their continuing financial support of our
missions.

Use of the U-Haul truck that we used to transport
gear to the Robie Creek finish line and as a
sheltered  First Aid work area at the site, was
donated by Orchard U-Haul.  Since we are all
volunteers and our  unit operates on a very limited
budget, this donation was a major contribution to
our public service.  Thank you, U-Haul

Our new illuminated flagpole at dusk.
 Photo  by G. Gunn


